Abercrombie & Fitch Dexterity Puzzles

R. Journet & Co. LTD London, sold by Abercrombie & Fitch, NY, circa 1930's?
(two cardboard storage boxes 5.5" x 8.5" x 4.5",
14 puzzles 4"x5"x3/4", 1 puzzle 4"x5"x15/16", 7 puzzles 4.25"x3.25"x11/16";
all have the same text on the back as shown on the right above,
except for different number in the lower right corner;
all puzzles are paper covered wood frame with glass top)

Further Reading
Rob's Puzzles Dexterity Page, from: http://home.comcast.net/~stegmann/dexterity.htm
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